YOU RULE OVER DISTANT SEAS
Above everything else

Verse 1:
G2              Asus4                        Bm7
You rule            over distant seas,
G2
Over every part of me.
G2               Asus4                              Bm7
You raise          the day from the night,
G2
And the song inside of me.
G2                Asus4                          Bm7
You watch          all the planets spin
G2
And my eyelids flickering.

Bridge:
Gmaj7                              Bm7         D
Beyond everything else,     You are, You are;
Gmaj7                            Bm7              D
Above everything else,       You are.

Chorus:
Gmaj9
Greater than life itself,
   D
More precious than perfect health;
Bm7                                    G2
Finer than friendship or romance.
Gmaj9
More needed than oxygen,
   D
More pleasing than thrill or fame;
Bm7                                             G2    Asus4    Bm7    G2
Stronger than death or gravity.

Verse 2:
You speak and the waves obey,
But You whisper peace to me.
You hold the skies in their place
And my past and destiny.
You reign over war-torn lands,
Over famine, fear and kings.

Coda:
Gmaj7     D     Bm7     G2  [Repeat]
Gmaj7          A                Bm7          D
King Jesus,     You are victorious, You are;
Gmaj7         A                 Bm7          D
King Jesus,     You are victorious.
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